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Abstract: Relational database has been the de-facto database choice in most IT applications. In the last decade there has been increasing demand for applications that have to deal with massive and un-normalized data. To satisfy the demand, there is a big shift to use more relaxed databases in the form of NoSQL databases. Alongside with this shift, there is a need to have a structured methodology to transform existing data in relational database (RDB) to NoSQL database. The transformation from RDB to NoSQL database has become more challenging because there is no current standard on NoSQL database. The aim of this paper is to propose transformation rules of RDB Schema to various NoSQL database schema, namely document-based, column-based and graph-based databases. The rules are applied based on the type of relationships that can appear in data within a database. As a proof of concept, we apply the rules into a case study using three NoSQL databases, namely MongoDB, Cassandra, and Neo4j. A set of queries is run in these databases to demonstrate the correctness of the transformation results. In addition, the completeness of our transformation rules are compared against existing work.
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1. Introduction

Relational database (RDB) stores data into tables in a normalized and structured form, which has since become a limitation for RDB with a fast evolution of applications. RDB cannot deal with un-normalized data and massive size, which makes companies like Google, Facebook, and Amazon choose NoSQL database as the option of their data storage [1]. In addition, NoSQL database can support object-oriented paradigm in a better way in comparison to RDB [2].

With the increasing usage of NoSQL database, it is important to find a way to map RDB schema into the schema of various NoSQL databases. A correct transformation between schemas will enable data integration, which is common in current applications. It is the aim of this paper to propose these transformation rules. The rules however, have to be differentiated depending on the NoSQL database types, which can be grouped into column-based, document-based, graph-based, and key-value-based NoSQL.

Data in column-based NoSQL is stored as columns rather than rows as in RDB [3,4]. Column-based NoSQL supports three column types, which are column, column family, and super column family. A column has a column name and value, a column family is a group of column name and value that is defined by a row key, and a super column family is a group of column family which is also defined by a row key.

Data in document-based NoSQL is stored as document, each of which is identified by a particular key [4–6]. The document is grouped into collections that are sequentially stored, with new
documents able to be appended into the collection at any time [7]. There are two ways to model relationships in document-based NoSQL, which are referencing and embedding. Referencing is similar to RDB when the ID of a user document becomes a foreign key in another document. For embedding, the documents are contained in another document and can be accessed together.

Graph model consists of node, node property, label, relationship, and relationship property. Data in this model is stored as a node, and in some cases as a relationship property. The edge (relationship) is used to connect a node to another node for ensuring the referential integrity [4]. In addition, the relationship in the graph model has to contain a start node and end node [8].

We will not cover the key-value-based NoSQL in this paper as we will leave this for our future work. There is no existing work on schema transformation from RDB to key-value-based NoSQL and hence, we will not be able to do comparative analysis in this area.

The remaining of this paper is organized as follows. The related works for schema transformation from RDB into NoSQL database families is presented in Section 2. Section 3 contains our proposed transformation rules from RDB to three types of NoSQL databases. In Section 4, we examine the proposed rules by applying queries on three different NoSQL DBMSs (Database Management Systems). A summary of this paper and future work are presented in Section 5.

2. Related Works

The importance of a structured way to transform schemas between one database to another leads many researchers to investigate solutions for converting the schema of RDB, which is the most widely-used database, into various database models. In the last two decades, we have witnessed numerous works in the area of RDB schema transformation [9,10] to accommodate the increasing need for semi-structured and unstructured data. In many works of schema transformation, not only the uniqueness of the new data structures is considered, but also the semantics that can be covered in RDB are also maintained.

There have been several works that proposed techniques to transform RDB to column-based NoSQL. In [11], the authors mapped the entities and association relationships within an enhanced entity-relationship ER diagram to HBase database using three rules. In the first rule, a column family is created for each table with the primary key of each table becoming a row key in the column family. In the second rule, a new column family is added to another column family to become a super column family. For many-to-many association relationship in RDB, new column families are created and inserted on both sides in HBase, which means that the join table in RDB is deleted. This rule aims to maintain the referential integrity of foreign key mechanisms in RDB. The third rule reduces foreign keys by merging them into a super column. The decision is based on the use of data pointed by the foreign keys, whether they can be used independently or simply as an accessory to other data.

In [12], the authors mapped the one-to-one, one-to-many and many-to-many association relationships in RDB by two steps. In the first step, the row key for column families is chosen based on the expected entry pattern of users. Following that, in the second step the table that had a relationship with another table becomes merged into one super column family.

In [13], the authors used four steps for mapping the one-to-one and one-to-many relationships from RDB into HBase. Initially, the data is converted to a denormalized level, followed by merging adjacent tables, then a row key is determined to be optimal for various accessing patterns, and finally the indexing on the HBase tables are maintained.

There are also several works that proposed transformation of the schema from RDB to document-based NoSQL. In [2], the authors proposed a framework to implement an algorithm that used a metadata stored in RDB for automatic transformation of the entities and association relationships. In [14], the authors used a standalone application named MigDB that analyzes tables in RDB, creates a JSON file based on the tables, and then passing the JSON file to a neural network. Moreover, the network made a decision on the most appropriate structure to map the JSON file, whether it will be an embedding or referencing structure. This work was done for mapping association relationships only.
In terms of the transformation to a graph-based NoSQL database, the authors in [15] mapped the one-to-many association relationship from RDB to graph-based NoSQL by creating two nodes, with the primary key of the one side inserted into the many side as a reference. For mapping the many-to-many relationship, the join table that is created in RDB is deleted, and the primary keys in the join table are inserted into each participating node.

In [16], the authors mapped the one-to-many relationship from RDB to graph-based NoSQL. The starting node in the graph is the many side and the primary key of the one side is inserted into the many side by keeping the primary key as an edge property. The join table in RDB is not used by keeping the information as a relationship property. While mapping the ternary relationship, the join table and the foreign keys of other tables were deleted, but the attributes of the relationship were kept as the relationship property between nodes on the graph.

In [17], the authors presented the transformation of RDB to several NoSQL families namely key-value, column, document, and graph. The authors identified the concepts of each database using defined tuples. Following that, algorithms to conduct the transformation are presented, and a case study is used as a proof of concept. This work is complete in the sense that it covers all NoSQL families. However, it is not clear that all relationship types in RDB are included.

Beyond the data structure and relationships, few works have recently been proposed focusing on the implementation of the transformation. In [18] the authors presented a framework that supports convenient migration from RDB to NoSQL DBMS. The framework consists of two modules, namely data migration and data mapping modules. Since the work is more focusing on the implementation, it does not present clear transformation existing inside the data mapping module. Instead, the paper presents experimentation result on various database operations of the mapping results.

In [19], the authors presented a data adapter used to query and map between SQL and NoSQL databases. The adapter enables query from application and deals with database transformation at the same time. While this work implements the data adapter, it does not provide clear transformation rules between two different databases.

As a summary, while there have been some works on schema transformation, the works focus only on the association relationship, and specifically to one particular NoSQL database only. To address the first limitation, in this paper we are going to cover transformation that includes various types of relationships that can be found in RDB, namely association, inheritance, and aggregation. In addition, to address the second limitation, in this paper we will address the transformation into various NoSQL databases.

3. Proposed Schema Transformation Rules

This Section presents the proposed rules for schema transformation from RDB to NoSQL databases. We are proposing a set of rules that follow the traditional transformation process in RDB, starting from association relationship with different constraints, and followed by inheritance relationship that is divided into specialization and union type.

3.1. Rule 1: One-to-One Association Relationship Transformation

Rule 1a (column-based NoSQL): Create a column family for each participating entity in RDB, with the primary key of one entity becoming an attribute of the other entity, and the former is the entity that has minimum cardinality of 0 if any (see Figure 1b).

Rule 1b (document-based NoSQL): There are two options based on query pattern, the first option if the information of both entities is frequently accessed together, and the second otherwise.

Option 1: Create a single collection for one participating entity in RDB and embed the other entity as a collection inside the first collection (see Figure 1c).

Option 2: Create a single collection for each participating entity in RDB, and the ID of one is inserted as a referencing ID in the other (see Figure 1c).
Rule 1c (graph-based NoSQL): Create a node for each entity in RDB, with entity that has minimum cardinality of 0 to be the start node. The ID of the start node is included as a node property in the end node (see Figure 1d). Note: if both entities have minimum cardinality 0 or both entities have minimum cardinalities of 1, the start node can be from either entity.

Figure 1. Transformation of one-to-one relationship from Relational database (RDB) to NoSQL Databases.

3.2. Rule 2: One-to-Many Association Relationship Transformation

Rule 2a (column-based NoSQL): Create a super column family for a participating entity in RDB that is on the one side, which includes the entity that is on the many side as a column family (see Figure 2b).

The reason for adding the many side into the one side is that all data of the former can be retrieved in a single row key in the former. On the other hand, if the one side is inserted into the many side, then the information of the one side will be repeated in several columns of the many side.

Rule 2b (document-based NoSQL): There are two options based on query pattern, the first option if the information of both entities is frequently accessed together, and the second otherwise.

Option 1: Create a single collection for a participating entity in RDB that is on the one side and embed the other entity as a collection inside the first collection (see Figure 2c).

Option 2: Create a single collection for each participating entity in RDB, and the ID of the entity that is on the one side is inserted as a referencing ID in the other (see Figure 2c).

Rule 2c (graph-based NoSQL): Create a node for each entity in RDB, with entity that is on the one side becoming the start node, and the entity that is on the many side becoming the end node. The ID of the start node is included as a node property in the end node (see Figure 2d).
3.3. Rule 3: Many-to-Many Association Relationship

Rule 3a (column-based NoSQL): Create a column family for each participating entity in RDB and create a super column family for the relationship between entities. The row key of the super column family will be the combination of the relationship name and the primary key of one entity that is mostly used for the query selection (see Figure 3b). This rule is also applicable for the relationship that has more than two entities.

Rule 3b (document-based NoSQL): Create a single collection for each entity in RDB. In one collection, include the ID of another collection as a referencing ID. Additionally, include any relationship attribute inside the collection (see Figure 3c). This rule is also applicable for the relationship that has more than two entities.

Rule 3c (graph-based NoSQL): Create a node for each entity in RDB, with the ID of the start node included as a node property in the end node. The relationship and its attribute in RDB become the relationship property between the nodes (see Figure 3d). This rule is also applicable for the relationship that has more than two entities.

Figure 2. Transformation of one-to-many relationship from RDB to NoSQL Databases.

Figure 3. Transformation of many-to-many relationship from RDB to NoSQL Databases.
3.4. Rule 4: Specialization in Inheritance Relationship

Rule 4a (column-based NoSQL): Create a column family for each superclass and subclass in RDB, and the row key in the subclass column will be a combination of the subclass name and the key of the superclass column (see Figure 4b).

Rule 4b (document-based NoSQL): Create a single document for each participating entity in RDB, and by using referencing document structure, the ID of the superclass collection is included as ID in the subclasses collection (see Figure 4c).

Rule 4c (graph-based NoSQL): Create a node for each participating entity in RDB, with the superclass becoming a start node and the subclasses becoming end nodes. The ID of the start node becomes the ID of the end node (see Figure 4d).

![Figure 4. Transformation of specialization from RDB to NoSQL Databases.](image)

3.5. Rule 5: Union Type in Inheritance Relationship

Rule 5a (column-based NoSQL): Create a column for the subclass and a column family for each superclass in RDB. Include the primary key of the subclass as a new attribute in the super class column family (see Figure 5b).

Rule 5b (document-based NoSQL): Create a single document for each superclass and subclass in RDB, and the primary key of the subclass is inserted in the superclass document (see Figure 5c).

Rule 5c (graph-based NoSQL): Create a node for each entity in RDB, with the subclass to be the start node and the super classes to be the end nodes, with the primary key of the subclass to be a new node property in the end nodes, and the relationship property as a union (see Figure 5d).
3.6. Rule 6: Aggregation Relationship

Rule 6a (column-based NoSQL): Create a super column family for a participating entity in RDB that is in the “whole” side, which includes the entity that is on the “part” side as a column family (see Figure 6b).

Rule 6b (document-based NoSQL): There are two options based on query pattern, the first option if the information from both entities are frequently accessed together, and the second otherwise.

Option 1: Create a single collection for each participating entity in RDB, and the ID of the entity that is on the “whole” side is inserted as a referencing ID in the other (see Figure 6c).

Option 2: Create a single collection for participating entity in RDB that is on the “whole” side, and embed the “part” side as a collection inside the first collection (see Figure 6c).

If aggregation relationship has one level, then both options in this rule are applicable. On the other hand, for multi-level aggregation relationships we use only the referencing document, to avoid nested embedded documents which may affect the performance of the query access.

Rule 6c (graph-based NoSQL): Create a node for each entity in RDB, with entity that is in the “whole” side becoming the start node, and the entity that is “part” side becoming the end node. The ID of the start node is included as a node property in the end node (see Figure 6d).
Figure 6. Transformation of aggregation from RDB to NoSQL Databases.

Table 1. Summary of proposing rules for mapping schema from RDB to NoSQL Databases.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>RDB Relationships</th>
<th>Column-Based</th>
<th>Document-Based</th>
<th>Graph-Based</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Column</td>
<td>Column Family</td>
<td>Super Column Family</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>One-to-one</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>One-to-many</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Many-to-many</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Specialization</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Union</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aggregation</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4. Implementation and Evaluation

We applied the transformation rules on a case study of Service Match Company Database. The primary purpose is to provide a platform where clients can access services, needed on a regular basis, easily. These services include heavy goods transportation, domestic and commercial cleaning, landscape and lawn maintenance and design, plumbing works, electrical works, construction, and many more. Full details of the case study can be accessed on the following link (https://photos.app.goo.gl/qUDsUMWTxhtAsE4Q6). On the page, we also provide the full transformation result of the case study from original RDB to three NoSQL databases. The RDB dataset is comprised of 23 tables, each contains around 20 records. After following the proposed rules, the outcomes are 21 columns, 16 collections, and 17 nodes respectively for column-based, document-based, and graphs-based NoSQL.

We then implement the case study into four different databases: Oracle for RDB, Cassandra for column-based NoSQL, MongoDB for document-based database, and Neo4j for graph-based NoSQL. A small dataset is populated into the databases and we run six queries to check whether they return
the correct results. In terms of experimentation environment, we use Oracle live SQL, Cassandra using Ubuntu, MongoDB using Cloudera, and Neo4j desktop version.

The number query outcomes for each database are shown in the following Table 2.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Query</th>
<th>Oracle</th>
<th>Cassandra</th>
<th>MongoDB</th>
<th>Neo4j</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Q1 (one-to-one association)</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q2 (one-to-many)</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q3 (many-to-many)</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q4 (specialization)</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q5 (union)</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q6 (aggregation)</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The numbers of outcome in column-based and document-based NoSQL are different only in the case of many-to-many relationship (Q3). For column-based NoSQL, for mapping many-to-many relationships, we used a super column family to map the relationship between two entities that contain the primary keys of both entities. Unlike the list and set types, the map type should be used only when creating a super column family, because the map type allows a user to store the metadata with value in the super column family. Otherwise, the data will be stored without the metadata. In addition, Cassandra does not support a negative operation such as NOT IN or not equal (!=).

For document-based NoSQL, the number of results is fewer than in RDB because we used an embedded document structure for mapping many-to-many relationships. It is obvious that one of the features of using embedded documents is that all the necessary data can be retrieved in one query. MongoDB will automatically create an object id for each document as identification for that document if the user does not specify the object id which is used as a reference to another document. This is also applicable to other document-based NoSQL databases products.

For graph-based NoSQL, the number of results is the same as the number of the result in RDB because the graph-based schema has similar features to the EER diagram in RDB. In addition, during data insertion Neo4j will discard the node properties that contain a null value. Data in Neo4j can be retrieved by one query because the relationship between two nodes is similar to join operation in RDB. Additionally, the graph model is like a grid, when each node is connected with another node, unlike MongoDB and Cassandra, which mostly need to run more than one query to restore data, and the reason is that the collections or columns are stored separately.

It is important to emphasize that the experiment is aimed to check the correctness of the transformation rules rather than focusing on the performance. Therefore, the size of the database is not the main issue, rather the database in the experiment contains different kinds of relationships that are covered by all proposed rules.

In addition to the evaluation through implementation, we also compare our proposal with existing rules as shown in Table 3. We can see that our proposed rules cover more relationship types that are usually found in RDB. While there are several existing works that have attempted to transform relational database constructs to NoSQL databases, they do not cover complete relationships, and therefore certain design complexity might not be easily transformed into NoSQL format.
Table 3. Comparative analysis with existing works.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>RDB Relationships</th>
<th>Proposed</th>
<th>Column-Based</th>
<th>Document-Based</th>
<th>Graph-Based</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>[2]</td>
<td>[14]</td>
<td>[12]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>One-to-one</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>One-to-many</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Many-to-many</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Specialization</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Union</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aggregation</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5. Conclusions and Future Work

In this paper, we proposed a set of rules to transform schema from RDB to three different categories in NoSQL Databases, namely column-based, document-based, and graph-based NoSQL. The rules cover different relationship types that can appear in data within RDB, namely association, inheritance, and aggregation. Along with the relationship types, the cardinalities are also considered. When discussing inheritance relationship, we further differentiate it into specialization and union type, the former involves single super-class and the latter involves multiple super-classes.

We applied these rules on a case study in RDB showing that full transformation can be applied in a real database design. From 23 tables in RDB, after applying the transformation rule, the outcomes are 21 columns, 16 documents, and 17 nodes for column-based, document-based, and graph-based NoSQL databases.

Transformation rules from one to another database format can be validated using formalization. This is something that is not yet done for this work. Our approach of validation is through experimentation by comparing query results of the original database and the query results of the target database format.

We use a small data set in different DBMS, namely Oracle Live for RDB, Cassandra for column-based NoSQL, MongoDB for document-based NoSQL, and Neo4j for graph-based NoSQL. We run queries to demonstrate the transformation still yields correct data. We also compared our proposed rule with the existing work, which shows how our work provides a more complete solution.

For the future work, work on automatic mapping can be conducted. Further investigation is needed on how our generic transformation rules can be applied to different DBMS within the same NoSQL database family. In addition, we aim to propose query mapping techniques from SQL to NoSQL databases, testing and comparing the performance of different data manipulation and retrieval operations.

NoSQL databases are commonly used to handle heterogeneous data. In this work, we are focusing on the mapping of RDB to various NoSQL database families. Mapping from different data formats, from structured formats such as object-oriented databases, and semi-structured databases such as XML database, and unstructured data such as texts or documents, is another possibility of future work. Following that, a generic framework that integrates these mapping rules can also be proposed.
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